
Utah State Board of Education
Request for Information
2023 General Session

Agency:  UTAH STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Program or Request Title:  
Teacher Leader and Mentorship Programs and Teacher Retention  

Summary of Request: Request for information provided related to teacher 
leadership and teacher mentoring programs as well as teacher retention.  Information is 
provided in response to Finance Committee request 5.6.22.  Recommendations include 
proposed increases to funding to improve and enhance USBE’s capacity to support ongoing 
initiatives to improve the perception of teaching and the assistance provided to new and 
veteran teachers.

What is the nature of your request? 
Select one:

❏ POLICY REQUEST – You are seeking changes to Utah State Code to improve your 
program/services. 

❏ BUSINESS CASE – You are seeking new or additional financial resources to support a 
program/service for education.

❏ BOTH POLICY and BUSINESS – You are proposing a new program or expansion of an 
existing program that will require new/amended state code and financial resources. 

Questions?  Please contact:
Sarah Young (sarah.young@schools.utah.gov) for questions related to a request for 
information. 
Angie Stallings (angie.stallings@schools.utah.gov) for questions related to a policy 
request.

USBE Lead Point of Contact: 
Name: Kami Dupree
Email Address: kami.dupree@schools.utah.gov 
Phone Number: 801-538-7923
USBE Section: Teaching and Learning

Additional USBE points of contact (as needed):
Name: Kristen Campbell
Email Address: Kristin.Campbell@schools.utah.gov 
Phone Number: 801-538-7892
USBE Section: Teaching and Learning and Licensing 
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Additional USBE points of contact (as needed):
Name: Jennifer Throndsen
Email Address: Jennifer.throndsen@schools.utah.gov 
Phone Number: 801-538-7739
USBE Section: Teaching and Learning 

If you are already working with a policymaker or member of USBE leadership on this request, 
identify them below:

1. Please provide an overview of this educational topic. Please include all of the following as 
applicable:

● A narrative that describes the educational topic in 3-5 sentences.
● What is the existing agency footprint in this area? (For example, do we have existing 

programs to address this topic, FTE, grant programs, etc.?) 
● If you have a website that includes additional information about this topic area, please 

include that as well. 

Teacher Leadership
As reported in the 2019-2020 Educator Engagement and Exit Survey Report, 87% of those responding 
to the Educator Engagement Survey indicated that they had career goals, but only 47.9% of those 
educators  could see opportunities for career growth.  This implies that while teachers generally want 
to grow professionally, they often fail to see a route to such growth.  

Current Efforts
One approach to addressing this discrepancy is to elevate the role of teacher leadership.  During the 
2020-2021 school year and in collaboration with the Hope Street Group – Utah Teacher Fellows, USBE 
released The Roles of a Utah Teacher Leader: A Guidebook for Defining and Elevating Teacher 
Leadership.  This release marked an initial effort to clearly define teacher leadership and identify clear 
roles that teachers can fulfill while remaining classroom teachers.  To build upon the release of this 
guidebook, USBE and the Utah Teacher Fellows are currently engaged in efforts to clearly identify 
competencies related to each of the six identified teacher leader roles.  The vision for next steps is to 
develop opportunities for teachers to earn teacher leader endorsement(s) associated with these 
identified roles.

Currently, Tabitha Pacheco and a leadership team of teachers from LEAs across the state oversee the 
Utah Teacher Fellowship program.  This program is carefully designed to develop the competencies of 
great teachers, providing them with tools to engage with their colleagues and generate solutions to 
education challenges.  This group contributes approximately 10 hours each month to program 
activities including data collections, professional learning sessions, and collaboration meetings.  The 
fellows receive an annual stipend for their time and expertise.  This stipend is funded through a 
combination of private donations and budget allocations from USBE through state Title II, Part A 

mailto:Jennifer.throndsen@schools.utah.gov
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funds.  During the 2022 legislative session, legislators approved an additional $100,000 allocation of 
funds to the Hope Street Group, Utah Teacher Fellowship.

Teacher Mentoring
As per R277-308, LEAs are required to have induction programs for beginning educators.  Such 
induction programs must provide beginning teachers with access to “a trained mentor” typically until 
the teacher has a professional license and three years of teaching experience.  The nature and quality 
of mentoring programs throughout the state varies.  In many school districts, there are district-based 
mentors or mentor coordinators who oversee mentoring efforts.  These same individuals may or may 
not also act as mentors themselves.  In charter schools, coordinated mentoring efforts are often less 
developed.  In many cases, mentoring is convoluted with instructional coaching to varying degrees of 
impact.

Current Efforts
In the Spring of 2020, staff at USBE engaged with both beginning teachers and mentors in multiple 
focus groups designed to better understand the needs of beginning teachers and mentors.  Resulting 
data from these focus groups indicated that the quality of the mentoring experience varied 
dramatically.  Working with the field, USBE worked to clearly define the roles of a teacher mentor.  
The resulting Roles and Competencies of a Mentor provided clarity around a state vision for the kinds 
of things teacher mentors should be doing.

In the Spring of 2021, USBE implemented the Mentoring Advancement Pilot Project (MAPP). This 
competitive grant program has involved 13 LEAs (8 charters and 5 districts).  During Phase 1 of the 
project (May 2021 - July 2021), leadership teams engaged in sessions designed to craft a mission and 
vision for teacher mentoring in their context.  During Phase 2 (August 2021 – April 2022), 5 mentors 
from each participating LEA engaged in professional learning based on modules developed by staff.  
Feedback from participating mentors was overwhelmingly positive and helped to inform revision of 
the modules.  During this phase, participating mentors also helped design a module for school or 
district administrators and the Teacher Mentoring Endorsement. Phase 3 of the project will take place 
during the 2022-2023 school year, with participating LEAs determining how to use available funds to 
move their mentoring work forward.  

In March of 2022, USBE completed the second administration of the Utah Educator Engagement 
Survey.  This administration involved an instrument different from the one used during the 2020 
administration.  The new instrument captured data related to beginning teachers’ experiences with 
mentoring.  The 2021-2022 year also marks the first administration of a revised Educator Exit Survey 
containing the same questions related to mentoring.  Analysis of data from the engagement survey is 
in progress and analysis of the exit survey data will take place in the fall.  Because research suggests 
that effective mentoring is a key retention strategy, data from these surveys related to mentoring will 
assist our understanding of the status of mentoring throughout the state and its correlation, or lack 
thereof, in retaining Utah teachers.  

In May 2022, USBE released a comprehensive set of professional learning modules and an 
endorsement for teacher mentors.  Enrollment links for the modules can be found here.  Additional 
modules are in the design stage.  Staff anticipates that the modules will assist LEAs in providing more 
robust preparation to teacher mentors and that the endorsement will help elevate the role among 
educators.  The net effect of both the modules and the endorsement ideally increases the level of 
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support available to our teachers and thus supports teacher retention efforts, particularly among 
those educators newest to the profession. 

Teacher Retention
Keeping Qualified teachers in the classroom is integral for student success.  Schools with a large 
proportion of students eligible for free and reduced lunch have been shown to have higher levels of 
student success when a large portion of their teachers remain in the school more than three years.  
Retention is tracked at a state, LEA and school level and is posted in the school’s accountability report.  
The relationship of retention of teachers in high needs schools has been a focus of the Equity Labs in 
January of 2020 and January 2022.  Participating LEAs were provided data on teacher retention and 
student outcomes with particular emphasis on middle schools.

Current Efforts
In 2020, USBE released Utah’s Educator Induction Guidebook identifying and providing guidance in five 
critical areas related to educator induction.  Since the release of this guidebook, and in alignment with 
the board’s strategic plan, staff has focused on improving available supports related to teacher 
mentoring as outlined above.  While feedback from the field has been positive regarding the 
guidebook and the release of mentoring supports, many LEAs have expressed frustration in being able 
to fund induction adequately. 

In a recent meeting with deans in higher education, Envision Utah, the Utah School Boards 
Association, and the Hope Street Utah Teacher Fellows related to improving the perception of the 
teaching profession, the group collectively landed on increasing teacher salaries as the top priority.  
More information regarding Envision Utah’s proposal can be found in their Vision for Teacher 
Excellence.

2. What are the challenges in this educational topic? Please include all of the following 
as applicable:

● A narrative that describes each challenge in 3-5 sentences.
● Existing data the reflects the challenge and the data source.
● Stakeholder input that has been gathered to inform the challenge.  

Teacher Leadership
While the funding provided to the Hope Street Group Utah Teacher Fellows supports the 
professional learning and development of the fellows in the program, capacity for program 
participation is limited, resulting in impacting only 10-12 teachers within each cohort.  
Additionally, because USBE Title II, Part A funds are used for a variety of projects, annual 
allocations to support the Utah Teacher Fellows are contingent upon changing priorities and 
fund availability.  

Teacher Mentoring
While mentoring has been mandated for many years, it has always been an unfunded mandate 
and there has been little guidance around what effective mentoring looks like.  The progress 

https://schools.utah.gov/file/54956c93-373c-4fb7-9e20-f7f963acd2ef
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mentioned earlier will help LEAs better understand effective mentoring, but mentoring remains 
an unfunded mandate.  Additionally, research and the focus groups conducted with Utah 
teachers indicate that effective mentoring is difficult to accomplish when mentors are 
classroom teachers with their own full class loads.  The most effective mentoring programs 
involve providing time dedicated for mentors to engage in the work of mentoring.  In the 
absence of this time, beginning teachers often feel like they are too bothersome to a mentor to 
reach out as frequently as they need to. 

Teacher Retention
While USBE strives to follow teacher retention and has for multiple years, we lack capacity to 
provide more tangible measures of teacher retention.  There are many reasons for this, 
including lack of funding for personnel specifically tasked with monitoring data related to 
teacher retention, as often exists in other states.  Based on the limited data available, Utah’s 
retention rate for first year professional educators has risen in the past five years to 92% from 
88%.  However, by year five more than 32% of the first-year educators have left the profession.  
Educators who enter teaching without a professional license in their first year have a lower 
retention rate (83%) and 45% of these teachers leave by year five.  During the 2019-2020 school 
year, 43% of Utah teachers lacked a professional license, while this group comprised less than 
19% during the 2011-2012 school year.  

In the wake of a global pandemic, Utah teachers have faced intense pressures and their day-to-
day work has faced increased scrutiny, all while salaries wane behind other states.  By one 2020 
estimate, Utah ranks 17th in average overall starting salary at $43,026.  This is nearly $13,000 
lower than the state with the highest average (District of Columbia) and less than $11,000 
higher than the state with the lowest average (Montana). In 2018, the Policy Institute at the 
University of Utah placed the median household income in Utah just under $66,000.  Thus, 
available estimates suggest that the typical starting teacher is in the bottom half of household 
incomes within the state. 

3. What are potential solutions to address the challenges for this educational topic? 
Please include all of the following as applicable:

● A narrative that describes each solution in 3-5 sentences and how to addresses 
the root cause of the challenge. Please include any reference to existing 
evidence-base that align with the solution. 

● Projected costs to implement this solution.
● Can the cost be scaled up or down, and how would that impact the solution?  

Teacher Leadership 
The following are possible next steps in elevating teacher leadership:

1. Ongoing funding source dedicated to sustaining and expanding the reach of the Hope 
Street Teacher Fellowship program.  A guaranteed funding source for this effort would 
ensure that funds were committed to elevating teacher leadership, rather than funding 
being contingent upon the scope of other agency needs.

Projected Cost:  $100,000                      
Can it be scaled?  Yes

https://gardner.utah.edu/wp-content/uploads/UtahAtAGlance_20180207.pdf
https://gardner.utah.edu/wp-content/uploads/UtahAtAGlance_20180207.pdf
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2. Providing monetary incentives for teachers who earn teacher leader endorsement(s).  
Because the teacher leader endorsement(s) will be value-add endorsements, they will 
not come with any guaranteed increase in pay.  Providing incentive to those earning the 
endorsement conveys a perception of valuing teacher leadership and teacher efforts to 
obtain the endorsement.
Projected Cost:  $100,000                       
Can it be scaled?  Yes
(example: one time $2500 stipend for earning the endorsement for up to 40 teachers 
annually)

3. Providing grant incentive program opportunities for LEAs to implement and expand 
teacher leadership initiatives within their local contexts.
Projected Cost:  $10,000 - $50,000 per awarded LEA (scaled based on LEA size)                      
Can it be scaled?  Yes
(example: competitive grant opportunity for an LEA to support innovation in building 
system wide capacity for identifying and effectively leveraging teacher leaders.)

Teacher Mentoring
The following are possible next steps:

1. Provide funding to scale the Mentoring Advancement Pilot Project beyond the 13 LEAs 
currently participating to support preparing educators to be effective mentors.

Projected Cost:  $500,000 for each additional three-year cohort (~$150,000 per year)            
Can it be scaled?  Yes

2. Provide legislation and funding to support guaranteed compensation for teacher mentors 
and to provide mentors dedicated time to do the work of mentoring.

Projected Cost:  $5000 per mentor for each of approximately 3500 new teachers hired 
annually = $17,500,000                       
Can it be scaled?  Yes

Teacher Retention
The following are possible next steps:

1. Join with the deans in higher education, Envision Utah, the Utah School Boards 
Association, and the Hope Street Utah Teacher Fellows in prioritizing funding for teacher 
salary increases.

Projected Cost:  $1,000,000,000             
Can it be scaled?  N/A

2. Provide 1 FTE for dedicated teacher retention specialist on staff at USBE to facilitate 
broader coordination and development of induction supports and teacher retention data 
tracking.

Projected Cost:  $165,000 
Can it be scaled?  Yes
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Once you have created your request for information form, please upload it to this folder using 
the following naming convention RFI.ProgramName.Month.Year. (Ex. Educator Licensing would 
look like RFI.EducatorLicensing.June.2022)

Draft 2023 Requests for Information for Board Review

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1kcwlLYbWO4KEhFQtF3lnUWyPg0VaW6yv?usp=sharing

